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Welcome to Issue 2 of BABY-G’s Pretty Tough Girl Zine.
Last year BABY-G turned 21 and to celebrate, profiled
some of the country’s most exciting female entrepreneurs
and creatives, who embodied what it is to be a Pretty
Tough Girl – and we were lucky enough to make the
cut. This time round we’re now at the steering wheel
of this cute little turquoise drop-top. Issue 1 was a
nostalgic look back at 21 years of BABY-G history and
our memories of being ‘90s kids styling the watch out
in the playground. Now we’ve brushed our hair (a bit)
and popped on some cute fluffy heels and we’re starting
to think about entering grown up-hood (kinda).
Taking a look at what being a girl starting out in her
career means today, you’ll find we’ve interviewed a
whole fresh hot batch of #PrettyToughGirls for issue 2.
Girls who are working hard to create magical, influential
work, by combining their passions with their unstoppable
get-go. From skateboarders to nail artists and female
photographers via some of the most exciting fashion
designers working today, here’s a little slice of the
brilliant girls who are doing things their way – now.
They’ve been chosen because they epitomise what
it is to be a Pretty Tough Girl: They’re fierce, unique,
motivated and positive. In short, we’re totally down
with the BABY-G Pretty Tough Girls and it made total
sense for us to jump on board and produce this edition.
We’re honoured to be profiling these girls, and, we’re
hoping you’ll read this and be left feeling inspired,
excited and most importantly, proud to be a woman.
Lots of love
BabyFace
x

For those of you who aren’t familiar
with BabyFace, firstly “hi babes!”,
we’re Claire and Nellie, and BabyFace
is an all-female creative agency where
young women working for themselves
and doing amazing things can meet
other likeminded girls. We founded
BabyFace in 2014. Why? Because we
kept having these conversations about
how many fabulously talented women
we were meeting and how there wasn’t
an authentic platform on which these
girls could celebrate their work. So we
thought, why not do it ourselves? At
BabyFace we profile girls whose work we
admire on our website: a cute little Q&A
that finishes with her recommending

the next BabyFace girl. We thought that
was a nice authentic way of growing
our network- and, so far- it’s worked.
From feminists in Tijuana; to DJs in
Paris and journalists, stylists and art
collectives in NYC and London, we’re
connecting an ever growing group of
girls. For us it’s about curating a genuine
and personal discourse within our group
and the wider communities in which
our girls are active. Our overarching
aim is to get women to collaborate; to
get these individuals who are lighting
up their industries all together under
the BabyFace banner. We’re constantly
looking to unearth new female talent,
which quite frankly isn’t a tough task.

Claire to Nellie
Where do you see yourself in ten years?
In my dreams? On a beach in Italy, eating seafood,
surrounded by friends and family, dripping in diamonds,
writing my third award-winning novel. In reality, maybe
in a vest, in Stoke eating baked beans from the can
watching AbFab on re-run.
What’s your defining characteristic?
My unwavering devotion to my mum, twin brother and
my close friends. That and my passion for writing and
reading. If I feel it I write it. Everything is copy.
What makes you Pretty Tough?
Embracing failure.
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Nellie to Claire
Who inspires you?
My brilliantly talented friends and loved ones.
Where will you be in ten years?
Working remotely from a tropical island.

BGD-501UM-2ER

What makes you Pretty Tough?
Resilience.
IG @bby__fce
TW @bby__fce
www.bbyfce.com

Much like Lily herself, Lily’s photography
is a warm ray of sunshine. The 27 year old’s
joyful, beautiful portfolio meant not only
did we have to profile her, but we also had
to get her to shoot the #PrettyToughGirls
too. When she’s not busy taking pics, she
can be found skateboarding around Hyde
Park with her dog Dylan.
Where do you see yourself in ten years?
Owner of 100000+ cameras, snapping away with
a darkroom and studio.
Describe today’s youth culture in three words?
Fast and furious.
What’s the best thing about being a girl?
Being able to be treated like a princess but also
feel the power and pride of a king!
What advice would you give your sixteen
year old self?
Stop overthinking and just go for it.
What’s the best piece of advice you’ve
been given?
Be patient.
What makes your heart beat quickly?
My boyfriend, Luke.
What does BABY- G stand for to you?
Being a big kid.
Who do you ask for advice and why?
My family - they are brutally honest.
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What time of day/night are you at your
best and why?
As a photographer, I’ve always loved the blue morning
and early evening pink light - the world looks dreamy
and enchanting as the earthlings swim through it.
What does ‘Pretty Tough’ mean to you?
Growing, learning, believing and surviving in this big
beauteous world.
@lilybw

What are you passionate about?
I am passionate about music, art,
and equality.
What’s your defining characteristic?
Being small but energetic.
Who inspires you?
Chance the Rapper.
What advice would you give your
sixteen year old self?
Curved peak caps look better on you
than 5 panels.
What was the colour of your
first BABY-G?
Baby pink I think, when I was in year 6!

What’s the best thing about
being a girl?
Being let into clubs in a tracksuit.
What makes your heart beat quickly?
Standing in the queue at Fabric makes
my heart beat fast.
If you were a BABY-G animal what
would you be and why?
Cat, because I have three and they
don’t need your attention 24/7.
What does ‘Pretty Tough’ mean to you?
Knowing when to be cute and when
to be a bad bitch.
What’s your proudest moment to date?
Meeting Chance the Rapper and still being
able to construct a sentence!
What’s your favourite place in the world?
My bed.
What does BABY- G
stand for to you?
Embracing your cute
and hard sides.
@vickygrout
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That thing about the best things
coming in small packages rings
true in the case of 19 year old
Vicky Grout. While we’re busy
partying on the weekend, this
south Londoner has been
documenting the Grime scene in
London over the last few years.
She’s captured Drake and A$AP
Rocky mid-dance, is a regular
behind the scenes at men’s fashion
week and her pictures have been
published by Fader and Complex
amongst other titles.

What’s your
defining feature?
My smile. I smile at
everyone, even if they
don’t smile back.
Who inspires you?
Cliche, but my mum.
She had an arranged
marriage and was forced
to move away from her
family to a foreign country,

tongue blue, the Christmas
lights and of course, the
penny slot machines.

worked as a cleaner
for decades and she’s
managed to raise eight
successful kids.
What does BABY- G
stand for to you?
Hand me downs. As the
6th child out of 8 kids all
my stuff was “vintage”.
My used BABY-G was tatty,
too big for my wrist but
still loved.
What time of day/night
are you at your best
and why?
7 in the morning.
It’s like I’ve been given
a good 18 hour window
of opportunity to go
absolutely bonkers and
I guess that excites me.
What’s your favourite
place in the world?
Blackpool Pleasure Beach.
It reminds me of the
best days out as a child.
Crazy golf, sand castles,
Blackpool Rock turning my

What motivates you?
Different things at different
times. My lust for travelling
motivates me, as does
wanting a flat of my own,
friends and family of
course but most of the
time it’s food. Eating is my
favourite thing to do.
What advice would you
give to your sixteen
year old self?
Don’t straighten your afro
hair, don’t shave your legs
and the school kids you
think are cool now...
just aren’t.
What does ‘Pretty Tough’
mean to you?
Still being kind to the
meanest people.
@ajodudu
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If you’re not familiar
with the name, you
will be with her face.
AJ is not only a fitness
blogger extraordinaire
(her vids amass a cool
20k views) she’s also
a presenter on TV
and radio. AJ was the
face of Channel 5’s
‘Big Brother Bit on The
Side’ and its spin-off
‘Big Brother’s Bit on the
Psyche’. AJ, while not
busy getting celebs to
crack up on the MOBOs
red carpet, or doing
festival coverage with
Jo Wiley, can be found
behind the mic at her
weekly chart show for
Hoxton radio. Oh, and
she’s a DJ…

Model, DJ, presenter and professional
hola-hooper (no seriously), Emerald
Rose Lewis is the Londoner bringing
the fun back in a big way. Basically
Emerald’s made being a party-starter
her career: the Anti Agency model is
Katy B’s warm up DJ, she hosts her
own Rinse FM show and she’s got the
most infectious laugh going…

What advice would you give your
sixteen year old self?
Stop straightening your hair and chill
the fuck out.

What motivates you?
In the past I have visualised things that
I really want to happen, happening and
they have eventually happened! So if I
can see something realistically achievable
in my head, that is enough to motivate me
to work hard until that dream becomes a
reality. Manifestation is real people!!

What keeps you up at night?
All the stupid things I probably did
that day.

Where do you see yourself in ten years?
In a hot country hopefully! With all my
best pals. I would also really like to use
my presenting skills to create or be a
part of something politically / socially /
environmentally progressive.

What does ‘Pretty Tough’ mean to you?
I like it. For me it’s a sense
of femininity that doesn’t
sound like you’re weak.
Not afraid of getting
your manicure
dirty haha!

What’s your defining characteristic?
This is such a difficult question! I reckon
it’s that I’m really up for a challenge, I like
to give everything a go.

@emeraldroselewis
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What was the colour of your
first BABY-G?
Pink of course!

What’s your favourite place in
the world?
I grew up on the river because my dad’s a
boat builder. I like being back by the river
now - I feel at home and at peace there.

If you thought baking was Mary Berry’s domain, or for people who
own doilies, it’s time to get aquatinted with The Meringue Girls. Alex
Hoffler and Stacey O’Gorman met four years ago when both were
working as chefs at Hackney Picture house. Bonding over a passion
for baking- more precisely over meringues- they entered Gizzi
Erskine’s From Kitchen to Market reality TV series, and…won. Since,
they’ve published a cookbook- scrap that- two cookbooks, baked
Alexa Chung’s birthday cake and pen a regular GRAZIA column. We
headed to their East London kitchen to make their Pretty Tough Girl
meringue recipe especially for BABY-G…

Tough on the outside,
but cute and fluffy in the
middle meringue kisses!
Makes 45 kisses
Ingredients

150g egg whites (5 eggs)
300g caster sugar
Blue or pink food colouring
Freeze-dried raspberry powder
• Preheat oven to 200˚C. Line a baking tray
with baking paper, pour in caster sugar
and put it in the oven for about 5 minutes.
• Meanwhile, crack the egg whites into your
electric mixer, or a non-plastic bowl. Make
sure both are free from grease. Whisk until
the egg whites form stiff peaks.
• The sugar should be ready to take out of the
oven at this point. Turn your oven down to 100˚C.
• While you whisk at full speed, slowly, spoon
in the hot sugar to the mixture. Once you
have added all of the sugar, continue to
whisk on full speed for about 5 minutes.
Whisk until the mixture is smooth, stiff and
glossy. To flavour your mixture, fold through
your freeze dried raspberry powder.
• To colour the kisses turn a disposable piping
bag inside out. Use your food colouring
and a paint brush to paint thick stripes
from the tip of your piping bag to half way
down the bag (about 5 stripes). Spoon your
stiff meringue mixture into the piping bag
and turn it the right side out. You need to

pack the meringue mixture in tightly. With
sharp scissors, cut the tip of the piping bag
to the size of a 50p coin.
• Hold the piping bag with two hands. Use
the hand that is half way down the piping
bag to control the flow. Squeeze the bag
(like an udder) to form the kisses on to the
baking sheets. Place small dollops to the
four corners of the baking sheet to stick
down your baking paper. They should have a
2inch diameter and have a big peak at the
top. This takes a bit of practice so don’t be
alarmed if you don’t get it right the first time!
• Bake at 100c for 35-45 mins until the bases
come off the baking paper cleanly. To finish
off, dip the bases in melted dark chocolate.
Leave to dry.
@meringuegirls
www.meringuegirls.co.uk

Current mood? Just dropped a pin? Humble holiday brag? Sometimes a
picture says a thousand words, and then sometimes your Instagram pics
just need a little something else. The BABY-G Timestamp lets you do all
of that in a few taps. Download the app and get playing. You can add
your location (VIP room, obviously), your mood (Pretty Tough, always)
and a cute little BABY-G animal emoji (it’s got be the kitty cat). Naturally,
we got our favourite selfie-taker- she’s a professional guys - Phoebe
Lettice to take some of her latest OOTDs using the BABY-G Timestamp
for inspo and because you know, research and stuff.

Available to download in the App Store
www.baby-g.co.uk/timestamp

We’ve all been there;
holding your friends
hair back while she
pukes into a toilet.
We’ve all laughed
until we’ve cried on
each other’s bedroom
floors. It’s like that
moment a woman you
don’t know reaches
deep into her handbag and offers you
a tampon. It’s watching a girl help a
woman with her buggy down the tube
stairs. It was the morning after you sent
12 consecutive texts and she tells you
it’s a sign of how ‘caring’ you are. It’s
all crowding around a laptop to watch
Beyonce’s newest music video. It’s that
moment you’re helping your BFF with her
liquid eyeliner flicks before she heads out

on a date. These tiny snapshots of female
intimacy that make us a sisterhood, and
shape us as people. As women we
have access to a secret language. It’s
an emotional set of codes that mean
your best friends know who you texted
last night when you really swore you
wouldn’t, before you’ve even called
them; We now find ourselves living in an
era where time is short and life is fuller:
quicker, more
instant- busier.
We’re getting married
later, having kids
at an older age (or
choosing not to do
either at all) and our
careers are being
the predominant
preoccupation of our
twenty - something
years (take this zine
for example; pages
dripping with young
women already
building their own
empires). The female
friendship outstrips
all bonds and lasts
well into old age –
for us it is the
greatest pleasure of being a woman.
So, this is really a small love letter to
every girlfriend we have the privilege to
call one of ours. Thank you for that time
you texted me asking if I was ok. Thank
you for always listening to me whine.
Thank you for that time you made me
laugh so hard I thought I was going to
be sick. Thank you for making me the
woman I am now.
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Lena Dunham once said this about
Hannah and Marnie’s relationship in her
HBO series Girls, which was based on
her own with her real-life best friend:
“It was the great romance of my young
life.” We think we know what Lena is
talking about. Trying to navigate the
tricky and wonderful landscape of life
as young women can be tough - dating,
working, flat sharing, living, just trying
to figure out you who
it is you want to be –
and it’s your support
system that you can
rely on to make it that
much easier, because
although it looks
plain and ordinary on
the outside - female
friendships are
actually full of magic.
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Photography by
Francesca Allen
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What are you
passionate about?
I am passionate about
the beauty industry, my
brand MDMflow and being
a voice that represents
confidence and diversity.
What motivates you?
I am motivated by powerful
women throughout history
who have done things
differently and left their
unique mark on the world.
What’s the best thing
about being a girl?
Forming strong sisterhoods
with other women.
What does ‘Pretty Tough’
mean to you?
It means getting things
done in style.
What does BABY- G
stand for to you?
Being a child in the 90’s
playing in Victoria Park
and eating ice poles.

What was the colour
of your first BABY-G?
Baby blue.
What does being a
woman mean to you?
It means strength,
endurance and love.
What do you think of
the beauty revolution
happening now?
I think the beauty
revolution is incredible,
I love seeing so much
unabated female
confidence in
these streets.
@mdmflow
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Florence Adepoju
(who goes by Flow to
her mates) is at the
forefront of the British
beauty conversation.
Frustrated by the
lack of lipstick
shades for black skin,
Flow did something
extraordinary. Using
her A-level science
knowledge, she started
messing around with
products in her parents’
shed in Essex. A few
months later and she’d
created a blue lipstick
and shortly after
she graduated, she
launched her own hiphop inspired collection
of lipsticks: MDMflow.
#goals.

Explain what you do in a sentence…
I pretty much talk for a living on tv and
radio, it’s my dream job! I am having a
lovely time playing at clubs and festivals
such as Glastonbury, which was an
amazing weekend!

How did you get into it?
I started doing YouTube videos for
JumpOff TV just for fun, and before you
could get paid for it, lol!
What’s your defining characteristic?
I would say that I don’t take myself to
seriously, love to pull faces!
Who inspires you?
My aunties - Affrah and Zarah. I take
inspiration from various people. Whether
it’s from TV personalities that I’ve grown up
with; musicians that have fought their way
to the top or those people who have their
eyes set on making their dream into reality.
What does BABY- G stand for to you?
The 90s.

What was the colour of your
first BABY-G?
Baby blue.
If you were a BABY-G animal
what would you be and why?
A cat – so I can be friends
with belle – my housemates cat.
What does being a woman mean to
you? My mother is the strongest person
I know and she raised me. Growing up as
a child with strong females who inspired
me only meant I fought harder for my
dream career.
What’s the best piece of advice you’ve
been given?
Everything is going to be okay in the end,
if it’s not okay it’s not the end.

What keeps you up at night?
I’m always checking my Twitter and
social media. If I am ever Mayor I’ll have a
whole day where phones are banned. I’d
encourage people to actually talk to each
other face to face. It’s sad that we are all
so engrossed in our phones. I’m guilty of
doing it myself. My mind is always busy
so it does keep me up.
@mayajama
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Maya Jama is steadily taking over
the world. At 21 years old she’s already
hosted shows on JumpOff TV and
Rinse FM, she’s presented for MTV
and 4music and she has 75.2k
followers on Instagram. Maya grew
up in Sweden and her part Somalian
part Bristolian upbringing makes her
as unique as her varied CV. Her shows
on Rinse FM are as lively as the lady
herself, which is saying somethingtime to tune into Maya FM.

Every fashion girl should have a bit of Charlotte
Simone in their wardrobe. Full. Stop. Charlotte
Beecham’s colourful fluff has become the cherry
on every discerning fashionista’s cake. With Rita
Ora and Olivia Palermo as certified fan-girls and
with over 200 stockists worldwide, Charlotte’s
popsicle scarf designs are affirmatively cult.
Having started her business with a £6,000 loan
from her dad, and now finding herself at the head
of a faux fur dynasty, Charlotte is everything a
Pretty Tough Girl should aspire to be…
What are you passionate about?
My sausage dog Harold, my brand, my family and my friends.
Who inspires you?
My Dad has been my mentor and adviser from day one.
What advice would you give your sixteen year
old self?
Stop wearing that pink Juicy Couture Tracksuit and
believe in yourself. Doodles can become a reality
if you work hard enough.
What does BABY- G stand for to you?
To me BABY-G represents my youth; being
beautifully footloose and fancy free!
If you were a BABY-G animal what would
you be and why?
A sausage dog so I could hang with Harold some more.
What makes your heart beat quickly?
Sample sales and Oreos with peanut butter.
What’s the best piece of advice you’ve been given?
Patience and determination are key to making
anything happen.

What’s the best thing about
being a girl?
Accessories :)
@charlottesimone_
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What does ‘Pretty Tough’ mean to you?
Pretty Tough means being my own boss.

Skateboarding and fashion seem to be currently locked in a
firm and rather passionate embrace. One of the many love
children of this steamy union, is Stefani Nurding, the girl skater
who’s proof you can do both- compete with the boys and be into
clothes (duh). Having studied fashion at Plymouth University
and with hopes to study fashion promotion at Saint Martins in
the New Year, Stefani has been spending more and more time
in London – which also means more skating. This summer she’s
competing in competitions all over the globe, so we caught up
with her before we had to say “see you l8r girl…”

What time of day/night are you at
your best and why?
I love mornings, I love coffee and
breakfast is my favourite meal so it is
a dream to wake up and have a lovely
breakfast and a coffee and then go skate.
What’s your defining characteristic?
I am a good listener, that might sound
lame but I think it is so important to give
time and an ear to your friends.
What keeps you up at night?
I think about skateboarding so much that
I lie in bed daydreaming about practicing
new tricks.
What does ‘Pretty Tough’ mean to you?
It means that you can be tough and
feminine. So many people think you have
to be masculine to enjoy sports especially
male dominated ones but to me it is
important to show that femininity is
not a negative thing.
What’s the best piece of advice you’ve
been given?
My friend Ken once told me ‘show it who’s
boss’ when I was having trouble learning
to snowboard...I don’t know why but that
always kind of stuck with me, so now, if

I’m learning something I think that
and usually just do it!
What’s your favourite place in
the world?
Huntington in California.
What does it mean to be a
woman your industry?
A lot of brands in and around the
skateboarding industry seem to not
be very inclusive of females, which
means on the flip side a lot of women
are pushing their own brands and projects
and working together to make it more
our own place in the industry, regardless
of whether established brands want to get
behind us or not.
Where do you see yourself in ten years?
So far I have never planned for anything
and have just worked hard and tried
to enjoy things and make the most of
opportunities. I want to just see where life
takes me..... It would be good if it took me
to California :).
What does BABY- G
stand for to you?
Vibrant and bold
colours, fun and
brave style choices.
@stefaninurdingxx
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What are you passionate about?
Skateboarding and creativity, I’m always
getting ideas and then I have to follow
through with them right there and then.

What keeps you up at night?
More often than not work or last
minute projects – and lots of coffee!
What’s your defining characteristic?
Determination.
What advice would you give your
sixteen year old self?
To stop worrying and caring so much
about what other people think you should
be doing – go out, relax, drink too much,
eat what you want – life is short.
Who inspires you?
My friends – I’m lucky to be surrounded
by strong, intelligent, funny women.

What’s the best thing about being
a girl?
The irreplaceable friendships and support
networks that you share and build with
other women.
What makes your heart beat quickly?
The last few minutes before a show –
seeing everything finally come together
and become a reality.
What does ‘Pretty Tough’ mean to you?
Modern day femininity.
What does being a woman mean to you?
Constantly building and progressing.
Being a woman is realising the legacy of
the women who have fought for the
opportunities that are possible for
us today.
What does BABY- G stand for to you?
Timelessness.
@cliopeppiatt
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When Lena Dunham, Adwoa Aboah
and Kylie Jenner have worn your
designs and you’ve barely even
graduated, we think it’s safe to say
you’ve arrived- big time. We are of
course talking about Ravensbourne
University graduate Clio Peppiatt,
the South London designer whose
presentations at London Fashion
Week are always the hottest tickets.
Her reputation for kitsch and weird
and wonderful designs make her
one to watch.

Meet Imarni Ashman - founder of
East London’s high-fashion nail bar,
Imarni Nails. In the wake of multiple
salons opening, we can’t imagine a
braver proposal than starting your
own one in East London. But that’s
just exactly what Imarni did, aged
24, when she opened in BOXPARK
Shoreditch last year. Evidently there
was nothing to worry about. Imarni
has filed out her own path and
style; Imarni Nails is now famous
for it’s intricate designs and clear
extensions. FKA Twigs, Lily Allen
and A$AP Rocky (he had a pedi FYI)
are clients, and every London girl
who knows nails is a fan.

What’s the best thing about
being a girl?
Having cool nail art!

Explain what you do in a sentence?
I run a very cool nail art bar in Shoreditch

If you were a BABY-G animal what
would you be and why?
Dog - make that a French bulldog, like
my Ziggy!

What does being a woman mean to you?
I love being a woman and have never
known it to hold me back at all; I am
surrounded by strong, beautiful,
successful women from all walks of
life all day long and would never have
it any other way!
Where do you see yourself in ten years?
Currently in talks about opening a salon
in New York…

What keeps you up at night?
Nothing, I’m too exhausted from
working 7 days a week.
What was the colour of your
first BABY-G?
Baby blue and it was a birthday present.
What’s your favourite place in
the world?
Shoreditch- I love the vibe.

What’s your proudest moment to date?
My proudest moment was my salon
launch party! There were queues out the
door for our nail art designs and
the whole night was
a massive success.
@imarninails
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What motivates you?
The success and growth of my business,
watching my salon turn into a go-to
London venue for the trendies!

Who do you ask for advice and why?
I always go straight to my mum –
she sorts everything out.

Laura Callaghan is drawing you - you
might not realise it, but she is. The
Peckham-based illustrator has put
her stamp on the art scene with her
iconoclastic and relatable depictions of
what it is to be a twenty-something girl
getting to know yourself in the midst of
break-ups, make-ups, iPhones, anxiety,
clubbing and commuting. Laura’s
pastel palette and super moody babes
render her style as something like a
cross between the opening credits of
Saved By The Bell and Daria. Using
mainly watercolours and inks, Laura’s
been busy building her empire from her
bedroom, with clients including Urban
Outfitters and The Sunday Times.
Basically - draw us like one of your
South London girls, Laura!
For those who aren’t familiar with your
work, how would you describe it?
Colourful, maximalist, character-driven,
and “a bit much”.
What’s your earliest memory
of drawing?
I used to make little story books and
cards. I have a terrible memory but my
Mam has kept some of them so I know
that this is a thing that really happened! I
do remember playing a game of “holidays”
with my sister and painstakingly copying
pictures from the Argos catalogue for the
inflight magazine of our made up airline

@lauracallaghanillustration

Who are your favourite illustrators?
I really admire artists who are amazing at
things I am crap at; Celine Loup for her
ability to write so beautifully, Carly Jean
Andrews who’s characters walk the line
between sensuality and slapstick with
such ease, Eero Lampinen for his clean
lines and brushwork and Sara Andreasson
for her innate sense of colour and shape.
What’s your favourite thing to draw
and why?
People. There’s an infinite number
of possibilities when you’re drawing
characters, it never gets boring. I really
like drawing food and the process of
eating. I try to include food in my pieces
wherever I can!
Where do you get your girls from?
Are they real life people?
No they’re all fictional characters, but
their features and characteristics are
probably an amalgamation of the people
I know or see online. Occasionally I’ll get
a message saying ‘this drawing looks like
this person’ and discover I follow them
online - it’s not intentional but real people
do sneak in there from time to time!
Why do you love drawing women?
My work is largely narrative in nature and
the issues and stories I’m drawn to are
women’s stories.
What are your first memories
of BABY-G?
Being on holidays with my family in Santa
Ponsa as a kid and seeing girls wearing
pink BABY-Gs and desperately wanting one!
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